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Purpose: To develop a previously reported, electrocardiogram (ECG)‐gated,  
motion‐resolved 5D compressed sensing whole‐heart sparse MRI methodology into 
an automated, optimized, and fully self‐gated free‐running framework in which 
 external gating or triggering devices are no longer needed.
Methods: Cardiac and respiratory self‐gating signals were extracted from raw image 
data acquired in 12 healthy adult volunteers with a non‐ECG‐triggered 3D radial 
golden‐angle 1.5 T balanced SSFP sequence. To extract cardiac self‐gating signals, 
central k‐space coefficient signal analysis (k0 modulation), as well as independent 
and principal component analyses were performed on selected k‐space profiles. The 
procedure yielding triggers with the smallest deviation from those of the reference 
ECG was selected for the automated protocol. Thus, optimized cardiac and respira-
tory self‐gating signals were used for binning in a compressed sensing reconstruc-
tion pipeline. Coronary vessel length and sharpness of the resultant 5D images were 
compared with image reconstructions obtained with ECG‐gating.
Results: Principal component analysis–derived cardiac self‐gating triggers yielded a 
smaller deviation (17.4 ± 6.1 ms) from the reference ECG counterparts than k0 mod-
ulation (26 ± 7.5 ms) or independent component analysis (19.8 ± 5.2 ms). Cardiac 
and respiratory motion‐resolved 5D images were successfully reconstructed with the 
automated and fully self‐gated approach. No significant difference was found for 
coronary vessel length and sharpness between images reconstructed with the fully 
self‐gated and the ECG‐gated approach (all P≥ .06).
Conclusion: Motion‐resolved 5D compressed sensing whole‐heart sparse MRI has 
successfully been developed into an automated, optimized, and fully self‐gated free‐
running framework in which external gating, triggering devices, or navigators are no 
longer mandatory. The resultant coronary MRA image quality was equivalent to that 
obtained with conventional ECG‐gating.
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1 |  INTRODUCTION

In current clinical settings, cardiac MRI often suffers from 
both a limited ease‐of‐use and time inefficiency, which may 
hinder a more widespread use of cardiac MRI outside of ded-
icated academic centers with well‐trained and highly special-
ized personnel. In recent years, a wide range of solutions have 
been proposed to simplify the workflow. As an alternative to 
conventional series of double oblique 2D images acquired 
over multiple breath‐holds,1-3 3D cardiac MRI simplifies scan 
planning while also improving SNR and spatial coverage.4,5 
However, the longer acquisition time associated with 3D im-
aging often mandates a trade‐off among spatial resolution, 
temporal resolution, and volumetric coverage. It also requires 
reliable cardiac and respiratory‐motion compensation strate-
gies to minimize motion artifacts. Adverse effects from car-
diac motion are commonly avoided using electrocardiogram 
(ECG) triggering to synchronize the image acquisition with 
the cardiac cycle,6,7 while respiratory motion is often sup-
pressed using navigator‐gated acquisitions.8,9 However, the 
use of ECG‐related lead placement, navigators, and planning 
affects workflow, ease of use, and setup time.

Recent developments of 4D cardiac motion‐resolved MRI 
techniques have further simplified the workflow by removing 
the need for trigger delay adjustments and permitting recon-
struction of time‐resolved 3D volumes covering the entire 
cardiac cycle.10,11 However, for such techniques, respiratory 
motion suppression remains a challenge and was addressed 
with either “gating,”12,13 retrospective correction,10,14 or 
image registration by combining or co‐registering images at 
different respiratory positions.11,15-17 Instead of discarding 
or co‐registering data, a more recent approach aimed at re-
solving the different respiratory motion states, with a method 
called extra‐dimensional golden‐angle radial sparse parallel 
MRI,18 which also has been applied to respiratory‐resolved 
ECG‐triggered coronary MRA.19 This novel approach that 
exploits compressed sensing (CS) for the reconstruction of 
highly undersampled multidimensional data sets enables 
the reconstruction of 5D (x‐y‐z‐cardiac‐respiratory) images, 
in which data are sorted into both cardiac and respiratory  
motion‐resolved states.20 Although this concept still relied on 
the ECG that is recorded during the scan for cardiac gating 
purposes, the ECG signal is not always reliable, and rapid gra-
dient switching and the magnetohydrodynamic effect that is 
amplified at higher magnetic field strength may lead to erro-
neous trigger signals.21 For these reasons, alternative cardiac 
synchronization methods have been developed to reconstruct 
cardiac cine images without the need of an ECG signal.11,22,23 
These self‐gating (SG) approaches have the potential to con-
siderably simplify the workflow of cardiac MRI. Nevertheless, 
a fully SG approach in which cardiac and respiratory signals 
are directly extracted from the imaging data to leverage CS 
reconstruction has never been reported to our knowledge.

Here, we built on the ECG‐gated 5D whole‐heart MRI 
approach based on CS and respiratory self‐navigation,20 
and developed the technique into an automated and opti-
mized free‐running framework for fully SG cardiac and re-
spiratory motion‐resolved noncontrast 5D imaging of the 
whole heart.

2 |  METHODS

2.1 | Fully self‐gated 5D whole‐heart MRI 
framework

The study was performed in 12 healthy adult volunteers (age = 
29 ± 5 years, 7 male) at the Lausanne University Hospital 
on a whole‐body 1.5T clinical MR scanner (MAGNETOM 
Aera, Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany) with an 
18‐channel chest coil array and a 32‐channel spine coil 
array for signal reception. The study was approved by the 
institutional review board and written, informed consent 
was obtained from all participants prior to MR scanning. 
The framework incorporated a previously reported proto-
type free‐running 3D golden‐angle radial balanced SSFP 
(bSSFP) sequence.10 The prototype sequence continuously 
acquired data over a large number of cardiac cycles, while 
the acquisitions were segmented into multiple interleaves 
using the spiral phyllotaxis trajectory.24 Each interleaf was 
rotated by the golden angle and was preceded by a readout 
oriented along the superior–inferior (SI) direction for car-
diac and respiratory self‐gating.14 The following sequence 
parameters were used: TR/TE = 3.1/1.56 ms, 90° RF ex-
citation angle, receiver bandwidth = 898 Hz/px, FOV = 
220 × 220 × 220 mm3, 192 samples per readout, isotropic 
spatial resolution = 1.15 × 1.15 × 1.15 mm3, number of 
interleaves = 5749, number of lines per interleaf = 22, for 
a total of 126 478 radial lines and a constant total scan 
time of 14 minutes and 17 seconds. The acquisition used 
a non‐slice‐selective RF pulse, and each interleaf was pre-
ceded by a chemically shift‐selective fat saturation pulse 
and 10 linearly increasing ramp‐up RF excitations. The 
ECG signal was recorded with a standard 4‐lead vector 
ECG device. The SG cardiac triggers were extracted from 
the SI readouts and compared with the reference standard 
ECG triggers to define the optimal approach. Thus, the se-
lected SG signal was then used to sort the data into cardiac 
phases. Similarly, a respiratory motion signal was also ex-
tracted from the SI readouts using a previously described 
method11,20 and used to partition the acquired data set 
into different respiratory states.19 The 5D (x‐y‐z‐cardiac‐ 
respiratory dimensions) motion‐resolved data were then 
reconstructed with CS.25 An overview of the study design 
is illustrated in Figure 1. The following sections describe 
the different automated components of the proposed SG 
approach.
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2.2 | Trajectory‐dependent frequency 
component filtering

The segmented radial acquisition scheme used in this study 
supports the repeated and frequent sampling of SI read-
outs. The signal amplitudes of these readouts are modu-
lated by the physiological motion that occurs over time. 
Furthermore, radial sampling is susceptible to trajectory 
imperfections caused by gradient timing delays,26 eddy 
currents, and other sources. These trajectory imperfections 
not only  affect image quality but also the extracted motion 
signals by adding an unwanted and trajectory dependent 
modulation to the physiological signals. The frequencies of 
this artifactual signal modulation are unfortunately in the 
same range as those of the physiological signals, hence in-
terfering with the physiological signal extraction. However, 
as the frequency of this fluctuation is dependent on the 
golden‐angle trajectory, it can still be separated from the 
physiological information and removed. For this purpose, 
a previously described approach27 was adapted and  applied 
to the extracted SG signals to filter out the trajectory‐ 
dependent modulations. These signals, initially available in 
the time domain (Figure 2A), were re‐ordered as a function 
of the golden‐angle k‐space acquisition scheme (Figure 2B): 
SI projections were sorted with respect to the azimuthal 
angle of their corresponding interleaf. Because the physi-
ological modulation is incoherent with the reordered 
data, a Butterworth IIR high‐pass filter removed only the 

slowly varying angle‐dependent modulation (Figure 2D). 
Filter parameters (stopband = 0.0001 rad‒1, passband = 
0.04 rad‒1) were manually selected by analyzing the fre-
quency spectrum of the re‐ordered signal, while the filter 
order was then automatically adjusted to ensure steep tran-
sitions between the passband and the stopband frequencies. 
Filtered (cleaned) data were then sorted back into their 
original temporal order (Figure 2C).

2.3 | Cardiac motion signal extraction

Three different strategies were implemented and investigated 
for their adequacy to extract cardiac motion signals from the 
SI readouts of noncontrast 3D radial free‐running bSSFP im-
aging sequence: (1) analysis of the magnitude of the central 
coefficient of each SI readout (k0) modulation,22 (2) princi-
pal component analysis (PCA) of the SI projections,11,20 and  
(3) independent component analysis (ICA) of the SI projec-
tions. The 3 pipelines are schematically illustrated in Figure 3.

For the k0 modulation approach, the magnitude of the 
complex k‐space central coefficient of all NC coils (i.e., echo 
peak) was used. The temporal evolution of the echo peak is 
modulated by physiological motion and trajectory imperfec-
tions. To remove the effects of the latter, the previously de-
scribed trajectory‐dependent frequency component filtering 
was performed on each one of the NC signals independently. 
The power spectral densities (PSDs) of these cleaned k0 
signals from all coils were then computed and analyzed 

F I G U R E  1  Schematic illustration of the study design. A, K‐space imaging data and the electrocardiogram (ECG) signal were recorded 
during the MR acquisition. B, Self‐gating (SG) cardiac and respiratory motion signals were extracted from the imaging data. Three different 
strategies (k0 modulation, principal component analysis [PCA] on superior–inferior [SI] projections, and independent component analysis [ICA] 
on SI projections) were investigated for the extraction of the SG cardiac signals. C, Self‐gating cardiac triggers were compared with the reference 
ECG triggers to determine the most precise strategy. D, K‐space data were then sorted into cardiac and respiratory motion‐resolved bins using the 
SG respiratory signal together with either the ECG or the best SG cardiac signal. E, These undersampled 5D motion‐resolved data sets were then 
reconstructed using a compressed sensing (CS) framework. Each data set was reconstructed twice, first using the ECG‐gated binning, then using 
the fully SG approach. F, Finally, images were compared by measuring the coronary vessel length and sharpness. In particular, the right coronary 
artery (RCA), left main coronary artery (LM), and left anterior descending artery (LAD) were investigated in both systole and middiastole
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to obtain the cardiac motion signal. To this end, a subject‐ 
dependent range of frequencies was automatically estimated 
for each subject to individually isolate the cardiac motion 
components. Hereby, the goal was to ignore the undesired 
frequencies not related to cardiac motion by adapting the fil-
ter bandwidth to the subject’s specific PSD. The procedure 
is illustrated in Supporting Information Figure S1. Starting 
with frequencies between 0.5 Hz and 2.0 Hz, the algorithm 
automatically computed the PSD’s center of mass within that 
interval. The boundary frequencies of the range were then 
refined by finding the minima of the valleys at lower (Finf , c) 
and higher (Fsup, c) frequencies with respect to the center of 
mass (F

0, c). Among the NC signals considered, the one yield-
ing the highest energy in the defined range was selected as 
cardiac signal, Fourier‐transformed back in the time domain, 
and further used for data sorting.

The second method for cardiac motion signal extraction 
was based on the PCA performed on SI projections.11 Such 
navigator projections were obtained by computing the one‐
dimensional fast Fourier transform of the SI readouts for 
all coils. The magnitude of all SI projections was concate-
nated in a (NP×NC)‐by‐NS matrix, where NP is the number of 

samples acquired along each SI readout, and NS is the num-
ber of acquired SI readouts during the scan. For this method, 
the trajectory‐dependent frequency component filtering de-
scribed previously was performed independently on each of 
the (NP×NC) lines of the concatenated matrix. The PCA was 
then computed on the cleaned matrix along the (NP×NC) di-
rection. The PSDs of the first 10 principal components were 
subsequently computed and analyzed. The automatic subject‐
dependent frequency range selection, previously described 
for the first method, was applied to the first 10 principal com-
ponents to determine the one that best described the cardiac 
motion information. The selected component was then trans-
formed back in the time domain for further data sorting.

Similar to the PCA approach, the third method for 
cardiac motion signal extraction included an ICA on the 
concatenated SI projections after the trajectory‐dependent 
frequency component filtering on the (NP×NC)‐by‐NS 
matrix. Consistent with the first 2 methods, PSDs of the 
independent components were computed, and the subject‐
dependent frequency range selection was used to automat-
ically select the cardiac signal, to finally transform it back 
in the time domain.

F I G U R E  2  Example of a k0 modulation signal that undergoes the trajectory‐dependent frequency component filtering. The whole procedure 
is based on the concept of sorting SG signals according to a different ordering (angular rather than temporal), in which trajectory‐dependent 
components are coherent while physiological information is incoherent, thus allowing for their differentiation and separation. A,C (left), The  
k0 modulated signal in function of time over an interval of 100 seconds. B,D (right), The same signal reordered according to the interleaf azimuthal 
angle between 0 and 2π radians. A,B (top), The original signal before the trajectory‐dependent frequency component filtering. C,D (bottom), The 
filtered (cleaned) signal. In (B), the angular dependency is characterized by a strong oscillation of the baseline signal as a function of the azimuthal 
angle. The oscillation is effectively removed in (D) through high‐pass filtering. A comparison between (A) and (C) shows that, after removing the 
trajectory‐dependent information, the signal variability is reduced and a periodic oscillation (consistent with respiratory motion) is now unveiled
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2.4 | Self‐gated cardiac triggers extraction

After the cleaned cardiac signals from the 3 different ap-
proaches were available, trigger time points were extracted 
from the zero‐crossings of these signals. To this end, signals 
were first interpolated using the Whittaker‐Shannon (sinc) 
formula to increase the signal’s temporal resolution 20‐fold, 
allowing for a finer detection of cardiac triggers. A 2‐step 
detection algorithm was implemented to be robust against 
eventual high‐frequency oscillations that might corrupt the 
trigger estimation by introducing additional spurious zero‐
crossing locations. The steps correspond to 2 parallel and 
independent filtering procedures of the cardiac signal. As 
a first step, the cleaned cardiac signals were filtered with 
a narrow band‐pass Butterworth filter to determine provi-
sional peaks that roughly estimate the cardiac cycles. The 
stopband and passband frequencies of the band‐pass filter 
were determined as described in cardiac motion signal ex-
traction: stopband1 = Finf , c−0.2 Hz; passband1 = Finf , c; 
passband2 = Fsup, c; stopband2 = Fsup, c+0.2 Hz. As a second 
step, the original cleaned cardiac signals were filtered with 
a high‐pass Butterworth filter (stopband = Finf , c−0.2 Hz; 
passband = Finf , c), to remove only the signal offset and 

baseline drift (Supporting Information Figure S1). These 
high‐pass filtered signals were then used to detect zero‐
crossing locations right before (ascending) and right after 
(descending) the peaks previously found from the band‐
pass filtered signals. If multiple zero‐crossing locations 
were found for the same cardiac cycle, the one associated 
with the steepest slope was chosen. Finally, the average 
slopes of the ascending and descending zero‐crossing loca-
tions were computed, and those yielding the steepest aver-
age slope were used as SG cardiac triggers. An example of 
the trigger extraction procedure is illustrated in Figure 4.

2.5 | Cardiac trigger comparison: ECG‐
gated versus self‐gated

Before addressing the comparison between the SG triggers (S) 
with the reference ECG triggers (R), potential shortcomings of 
the reference standard ECG signal have to be considered. Due 
to rapid gradient switching and the magneto hydrodynamic 
effect, R‐waves are not always correctly detected,21 thus lead-
ing to missed or false ECG triggers. In our study, the interval 
duration between consecutive ECG triggers as provided by 
the scanner hardware and software was measured to estimate 

F I G U R E  3  The main steps for cardiac and respiratory motion signal extraction, displayed in sequential order from left to right. A, 
Acquisition and preprocessing of the SI readouts. One interleaf of the 3D spiral phyllotaxis trajectory is displayed at the bottom‐left corner with the 
SI readout shown as a solid thick black line. For the k0 modulation approach (upper panel), the cardiac motion signal was extracted from the central 
k‐space coefficients collected from all coils. For all of the other approaches (lower panel), the SI readouts were first 1‐dimensional fast Fourier‐
transformed (FFT) and concatenated in a 2D matrix of SI projections also obtained from all coils. B, Trajectory‐dependent frequency components 
filtering was either applied to the NC k‐space central coefficient modulation signals (upper panel) or to the NP × NC image‐space signals of the 
2D matrix of concatenated SI projections (lower panel). C, Principal component analysis (PCA) and independent component analysis (ICA) were 
performed on the SI projection matrix (lower panel) for motion signal extraction. In (D), cardiac and respiratory motion signals were specifically 
and automatically selected from the previously extracted motion signals based on their frequency components. For the cardiac motion signal, the 
automatic procedure searched for the signal with the highest energy in the frequency range 0.5‐2 Hz. Similarly, the signal with the highest energy in 
the frequency range 0.1‐0.7 Hz was selected as the respiratory motion signal
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the percentage of missed triggers. An interval duration greater 
than 1.5M or less than 0.5M (where M is the moving median 
estimated over 20 consecutive intervals) was considered to be 
erroneous and was then excluded from the comparison with 
the corresponding SG interval. For the following analysis, the 
acquired data sets were separated into 2 groups: the first group 
(group 1) included data sets with 1% or less of identified er-
roneous ECG triggers, whereas the second group (group 2) 
consisted of the remainder of the data sets, in which at least 
1% of the RR intervals was found outside of this range. For 
comparison purposes, the percentage of missed SG triggers 
was also estimated following the same procedure.

To statistically evaluate the SG cardiac triggers obtained 
with the 3 methods described previously, the intervals be-
tween consecutive R‐peaks of the ECG signal, R

n+1
−Rn, 

were measured and compared with the intervals between trig-
gers extracted from the SG signals, S

n+1
−Sn. As a measure 

of precision, the SD � between ECG R‐peak intervals and SG 
trigger intervals was calculated as

where the average difference � between cardiac intervals mea-
sured with ECG and SG signals over N heartbeats is given by

A smaller SD indicates a better precision between the du-
ration of cardiac intervals measured with ECG and SG sig-
nals. The SG method that produced the smallest SD relative 
to the ECG intervals was then implemented as part of the 
fully automated SG pipeline. The mean SD �̂ was estimated 
over all data sets as well as separately for group 1 (�̂G1

) and 
group 2 (�̂G2

). A Student’s paired t‐test with 2‐tailed distribu-
tion was used to compare the 2 groups.

2.6 | Respiratory motion signal extraction

The extraction of the respiratory motion signal was adapted 
from a previously reported and validated technique that is 
based on the PCA of SI projections.11 However, and as 
described for the cardiac signal extraction previously, the 
matrix of combined SI projections was also cleaned by the 

(1)�=

√√√√ 1

N−2
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F I G U R E  4  Example of the trigger extraction procedure from an estimated SG cardiac signal. The solid purple line (high‐pass filtered SG 
cardiac signal) represents the SG signal after trajectory‐dependent frequency component filtering, whereas the solid green line (band‐pass filtered 
SG cardiac signal) refers to the band‐pass filtered version of the same signal. The 2 signals are used in the 2‐step algorithm for SG cardiac triggers 
estimation. The purple dots represent the estimated SG cardiac triggers, detected at the zero‐crossing of the high‐pass filtered SG cardiac signal. In 
this case, the descending points were found to have the steepest average slope. As a reference, the time‐matched ECG cardiac triggers are displayed 
as vertical dashed lines to allow visual comparison with the SG triggers
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trajectory‐dependent frequency component filtering before 
extracting the respiratory signal. Similarly, the selection 
of the best principal component to describe the respira-
tory motion was borrowed from the cardiac motion signal 
extraction pipeline, with the initial frequency range set to 
0.1‐0.7 Hz and then automatically adjusted to the subject‐
specific PSD (Supporting Information Figure S1). This 
pipeline is also visualized in the schematic of Figure 3.

2.7 | Data sorting

The SG cardiac and respiratory motion signals were used 
to sort the continuously acquired 3D radial readouts into a 
5D motion‐resolved (kx‐ky‐kz‐cardiac‐respiratory) data set. 
The amplitude of the SG respiratory motion signal was used 
to partition the data into 4 respiratory motion states ranging 
from end‐inspiration to end‐expiration. The division of the 
partitions was automatically determined to yield the same 
amount of data in each partition. Next, the SG cardiac trig-
gers were used to sort the acquired data into cardiac phases 
of 50‐ms duration each and without view sharing between 
consecutive partitions. For comparison, a reference ECG‐
gated 5D motion‐resolved data set was also reconstructed 
using the ECG triggers instead of the SG triggers for car-
diac binning. In the case in which missed or false ECG 
triggers were detected (see section 2.5), a correction al-
gorithm was applied to estimate the time of the corrupted 
triggers so that no imaging data were discarded from the 
reconstruction. The algorithm estimated the missed ECG 
trigger times by averaging the RR‐interval duration of 4 
neighboring triggers. This ECG‐based binning approach 
corresponds to a previously reported strategy for 5D im-
aging.20 Data sets binned with the 2 different approaches, 
hereafter referred to as ECG‐gated and fully SG, were then 
reconstructed with the same exact algorithm.

2.8 | Five‐dimensional image reconstruction

The reconstruction of 5D whole‐heart images from highly un-
dersampled data sets was performed using a k‐t sparse SENSE 
algorithm,18,20 which exploited sparsity along both the cardiac 
and respiratory dimensions. The reconstruction was performed 
twice for each data set: first using the SG triggers to resolve 
for cardiac motion, then using the reference ECG triggers with 
the same purpose. Respiratory motion resolution was the same 
for both reconstructions. The reconstruction was performed by 
solving the following optimization problem:

where m is the resultant 5D reconstructed image; F is the 
nonuniform fast Fourier transform operator; C refers to the 

coil sensitivities; s refers to the acquired k‐space data set; 
∇r and ∇c are the first‐order difference operators along the 
cardiac and respiratory dimensions, respectively; and �r and 
�c represent the corresponding regularization weights, which 
were experimentally optimized to be a tradeoff between re-
sidual aliasing and compression artifacts, and were set to be 
constant with �c =0.005 and �r =0.05 for all reconstructions. 
The optimization problem was solved using the nonlinear 
conjugate gradient with backtracking linesearch.

2.9 | Image analysis: quantitative 
assessment and statistical analysis

For both ECG‐gated and fully SG 5D data sets, 1 systolic 
cardiac phase (maximal contraction of the left ventricle) and 
1 middiastolic cardiac phase (quiescent period of the left ven-
tricle) were selected at end‐expiration. These static motion‐ 
resolved 3D images were then processed using SoapBubble28 
to compute the vessel length and vessel sharpness of the right 
coronary artery (RCA), left main coronary artery (LM), and left 
anterior descending artery (LAD) on the reformatted images. 
For the sharpness, only the first 4 cm of the proximal sections of 
the coronary arteries were included. These measurements were 
performed by an unblinded reader (R1A). RCA vessel length 
and sharpness during middiastole were then measured again by 
2 blinded readers (R1B and R2), where R1B is the same reader as 
R1A, yet blinded, and the time between the first and the second 
analysis was 1 year. A Student’s paired t‐test with 2‐tailed dis-
tribution and linear regression were used to compare the vessel 
length and sharpness of the coronary arteries obtained with the 
ECG‐gated and the fully SG approach, as well as to compare 
the intra‐observer and interobserver variability in the blinded 
evaluation of the RCA. A p‐value less than .05 was considered 
statistically significant.

3 |  RESULTS

The extraction of SG physiological motion signals succeeded 
in all cases, and the whole pipeline, completed by data bin-
ning and CS reconstruction of 5D motion‐resolved data sets, 
worked fully automatically with no exceptions. The trajectory‐ 
dependent frequency component filtering of the SG signals 
effectively removed artifactual frequency components intro-
duced by the trajectory during the acquisition and enabled 
automated and robust estimations of cardiac and respiratory 
motion signals (Figure 5).

The percentage of missed ECG triggers across all sub-
jects was 6.9 ± 8.6% (Table 1). Considering the 1% thresh-
old applied to the fraction of missed ECG triggers, the 12 
subjects were equally divided into 2 groups. Group 1 (sub-
jects 1, 7‐11) showed an average missed ECG triggers 
fraction of 0.1 ± 0.1%, whereas group 2 (subjects 2‐6, 12) 

(3)m=arg min
m

‖FCm−s‖2

2
+�r‖∇rm‖

1
+�c‖∇cm‖

1
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showed a significantly larger fraction of missed ECG trig-
gers: 13.6 ± 7.2%, with a p‐value of 0.02. These 2 groups 
were considered for the rest of the analysis. The percentage 
of missed SG triggers was 0% across all subjects and for all 
SG methods (Figure 6).

The precision of the estimated SG cardiac triggers, rel-
ative to their ECG‐derived counterparts, is summarized in 
Table 1 for all 3 investigated methods. Looking at the dif-
ference in RR duration measured using the ECG and SG 
signal extraction, the SD �̂ across all subjects amounts to 
45.5 ± 27.7 ms for the k0 modulation method, 28.2 ± 15.3 ms 
for PCA, and 29.0 ± 17.7 ms for ICA. When considering 
group 1 and group 2 separately (i.e., less than 1% versus more 
than 1% of missed ECG triggers), the SD of each group was 
�̂G1

=26.8 ± 7.5 ms versus �̂G2
=65 ± 26.8 ms for k0 mod-

ulation, �̂G1
=17.4 ± 6.1 ms versus �̂G2

=39 ± 14 ms for 
PCA, and �̂G1

=19.8 ± 5.2 ms versus �̂G2
=38.2 ± 21.5 ms 

for ICA. The difference between group 1 and group 2 was 
statistically significant for the k0 modulation and PCA 
methods (Pk0

= .035, PPCA = .034), and almost significant 
for the ICA method (PICA = .061). Based on these results, 

F I G U R E  5  Spectra comparison between k0 modulation 
signals before and after the trajectory‐dependent frequency 
component filtering. A, The original spectrum shows an example 
of PSD computed on a k0 modulation signal extracted from 
SI readouts. Frequency components of cardiac and respiratory 
physiological motion are clearly visible, together with sharp 
frequency components introduced by trajectory dependency. B, 
The cleaned spectrum shows the PSD from the same signal after 
application of the trajectory‐dependent frequency component 
filtering. Trajectory‐dependent components are now suppressed, 
whereas the physiological information remains intact. C, The 
artifactual spectrum shows the difference between (A) and (B). 
Only the trajectory‐dependent information is left, revealing some 
components previously submerged by superimposed physiological 
motion frequencies. D, The cleaned and artifactual spectrum shows 
the superposition of (B) and (C), which highlights that physiological 
and artifactual components can overlap (i.e., they can be located on 
the same frequencies)

T A B L E  1  Results summarizing the precision of the SG cardiac 
triggers estimated using the 3 methods investigated in this study (k0 
modulation, PCA on SI projections, and ICA on SI projections)

Subject

Missed ECG 
triggers 
(Group)a

ECG vs SG trigger precision (ms)

k0 modulation PCA ICA

n.1 0.2%(1) 35.3 21.9 21.5

n.2 22.8%(2) 43.8 34.1 39.4

n.3 9.6%(2) 55.8 30.8 25.1

n.4 5.0%(2) 114.2 64.7 34

n.5 20.5%(2) 61.2 45.1 80.1

n.6 8.1%(2) 41.6 26.6 21.5

n.7 0.2%(1) 31.4 18.0 17.3

n.8 0.1%(1) 13.3 10.0 11.3

n.9 0.0%(1) 24.1 13.7 26.8

n.10 0.0%(1) 25.3 14.2 20.8

n.11 0.1%(1) 26.6 26.7 21

n.12 15.7(2) 73.5 32.8 29.3

All 
subjects

6.9% ± 8.6% 45.5 ± 27.7 28.2 ± 15.3 29.0 ± 17.7

Group 1 
(≤ 1%)

0.1% ± 0.1% 26.0 ± 7.5 17.4 ± 6.1 19.8 ± 5.2

Group 2 
(> 1%)

13.6% ± 7.2% 65 ± 26.8 39 ± 14 38.2 ± 21.5

aThe second column shows the estimated fraction of missed ECG triggers; indi-
ces within parentheses indicate the association to the first (≤ 1% of missed ECG 
triggers) or second (> 1% of missed ECG triggers) group. The averaged results 
for the 2 separate groups are reported separately in the 2 rows at the bottom of 
the table. 
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the PCA was selected as the most precise method and was 
used for cardiac SG signal extraction moving forward. The 
vessel length and sharpness obtained with this SG signal are 
summarized in Table 2 for systole and diastole and com-
pared with images generated using the ECG. The RCA, LM, 
and LAD were visible in all 12 subjects, in both systole and 
diastole, and for both ECG‐gated and fully SG approaches. 
Vessel length and sharpness could always be measured, 
with the only exception of the LM + LAD in 3 subjects, 
in whom visualization was impaired with both ECG‐gating 
and SG. None of the measured parameters showed a sta-
tistically significant difference between the ECG‐gated and 
SG approaches (all P> .06). This statement holds true for 
both the left and right coronary arterial system and for both 
systole and middiastole. The blinded evaluation provided  
3 results. First, for all readers (R1A, R1B, R2) and both cor-
onary length and sharpness, measures in the fully SG and 

ECG‐gated images were never statistically different (all 
P≥ .06). Second, the intra‐observer variability of the first 
reader (R1A versus R1B) provided no significant difference 
(P≥ .11). Third, the interobserver variability between the  
2 blinded readers (R1B versus R2) provided an almost signif-
icant difference in the coronary length measurement (P= .06 
and P= .08 for ECG‐gated and SG images, respectively), 
but not for the vessel sharpness (P≥ .54 for both ECG‐gated 
and SG images).

End‐expiratory and end‐inspiratory, as well as systolic 
and middiastolic multiplanar reformats, extracted from the 
fully SG 5D whole‐heart images are shown in Figure 7, high-
lighting the differences in the respiratory position and in the 
contractile state of the heart. Animated images of the same 
data set along both cardiac and respiratory dimensions can be 
found in Supporting Information Videos S1 and S2. Images 
of RCA and left anterior descending vessels from 2 different 

F I G U R E  6  Interval durations between consecutive triggers from ECG information (top panel) and from SG signal (bottom panel) in the 
same data set are compared. The first 200 cardiac intervals of the acquisition are displayed. The green lines represent the 0.5M (lower line) and 
1.5M (upper line) boundaries, where M is the moving median estimated on the interval duration signal (black dots). Trigger intervals with duration 
falling outside the region limited by the 2 boundaries are considered erroneous and are marked with a red asterisk. Red asterisks can be intuitively 
grouped according to the number of missed ECG triggers (N missing triggers): erroneous trigger intervals are approximately a multiple integer of 
the moving average cardiac cycle duration. No missed triggers are found in any of the SG cardiac signals, as shown in this example
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subjects are shown in Figure 8, where corresponding multi-
planar reformats from ECG‐gated and fully SG CS recon-
structions are compared.

4 |  DISCUSSION

A fully automated SG approach to free‐running 5D MR im-
aging of the heart at 1.5 T and without the need for contrast 
agents, navigators, external gating, or triggering devices 
has successfully been implemented and tested. This current 
framework offers the simultaneous and retrospective inter-
rogation of anatomy and function and has several potential 
strengths. First, it improves ease of use by reducing opera-
tor dependency during clinical cardiac MRI workflow. The 
proposed SG approach no longer requires sophisticated plan-
ning, nor placement of navigator and ECG electrodes for 
triggering purposes, nor sequence timing relative to physio-
logical motion (trigger delay and acquisition window width), 
which otherwise all have to be performed by a skilled op-
erator. Second, and because data collection is performed in 
a free‐running mode without synchronization to respiration 
and cardiac cycle, data collection is highly efficient, as time 
for planning, recovery periods in‐between breath‐holds, and 
trigger delays to image the heart during a period of relative 
quiescence are almost entirely removed. Finally, and owing 

to the golden‐angle radial acquisition scheme together with 
CS, the collected data can be reordered rather freely and the 
temporal position within the cardiac cycle, the width of the 
reconstruction window and even the respiratory level for 
which the data should be displayed, can be chosen flexibly 
after the scan. Clearly, the work presented here builds on the 
previous experience of Coppo et al,10 who were among the 
first to demonstrate the feasibility of a noncontrast bSSFP 
free‐running approach for 4D imaging of the heart on a 1.5 T 
system. In that particular study, coronary anatomy and left 
ventrical function were concomitantly acquired in 1 single 
uninterrupted scan, providing a meaningful step toward an 
automated and comprehensive framework for anatomical 
and functional imaging of the heart. However, this imple-
mentation still mandated an ECG for binning purposes, and 
simple, linear correction for respiratory motion was used. To 
this end, Pang et al11 demonstrated 4D whole‐heart imaging 
with a fully SG approach, in which cardiac and respiratory 
motion signals are directly and reliably extracted from the 
imaging data, and more sophisticated motion fields are ex-
ploited to account for respiratory displacement of the heart 
during reconstruction. In their implementation, data were 
acquired with a gradient echo sequence at 3 T, and an ex-
tracellular contrast agent was intravenously administered 
to enhance contrast between the blood pool and the myo-
cardium. In our implementation, a bSSFP sequence at 1.5 T 

T A B L E  2  Vessel length and sharpness for the RCA and LM + LAD

RCA

Length Sharpness

Systole Middiastole Systole Middiastole

ECG‐gated SG ECG‐gated SG ECG‐gated SG ECG‐gated SG

8.4 ± 2.3 cm 8.4 ± 2.3 cm 7.8 ± 2.6 cm 8.3 ± 2.8 cm 44.9 ± 10.1% 46.3 ± 10.1% 41.9 ± 13.1% 40.5 ± 12.6%

P= .88 P= .15 P= .45 P= .24

y=0.92x+0.59 cm y=1x+0.47 cm y=0.81x+9.8% y=0.92x+1.9%

R
2
=0.84 R

2
=0.87 R

2
=0.66 R

2
=0.91

LM + LAD

Length Sharpness

Systole Middiastole Systole Middiastole

ECG‐gated SG ECG‐gated SG ECG‐gated SG ECG‐gated SG

9.1 ± 4.3 cm 9.7 ± 4.1 cm 10.1 ± 4.1 cm 9.1 ± 4.1 cm 35.8 ± 6.9% 35.6 ± 8.5% 37.8 ± 10.8% 33.4 ± 9.7%

P= .47 P= .06 P= .94 P= .08

y=0.78x+2.65 cm y=0.93x−0.23 cm y=0.95x+1.83% y=0.69x ± 7.48%

R
2
=0.65 R

2
=0.87 R

2
=0.58 R

2
=0.58

Note: The displayed results are the parameters’ mean and SD estimated over the 12 subjects. Coronary length and sharpness showed no significant difference between 
the ECG‐gated and the SG approach under any of the conditions evaluated (end‐systolic and middiastolic phase of the cardiac cycle), as confirmed by the p‐values that 
are always greater than .06. The linear regression and coefficient of determination also confirm a good agreement between the scores in the reference ECG‐gated and 
the SG images. For this comparison, the best method for SG cardiac trigger estimation (PCA on SI projections) was considered.
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F I G U R E  7  Coronal, transversal, and sagittal cross sections from the same data set, reconstructed with SG motion signal for both cardiac and 
respiratory dimensions. Two respiratory states (end‐expiration and end‐inspiration) and 2 cardiac phases (systolic and middiastolic) are displayed. 
The corresponding green, blue, and red lines in the 3 visualizations help visualize the displacement caused by respiration. The differences between 
the systolic and the middiastolic phases of the cardiac cycle can be visually appreciated in the size of the left ventricle blood pool and myocardium

F I G U R E  8  A, Reformatted images of the RCA obtained with the ECG‐gated (left) and fully SG (right) approaches. Images are extracted 
from the middiastolic (upper) and systolic (lower) phases of the cardiac cycle and during end‐expiration. B, Reformatted images of the right 
coronary artery (RCA) (upper) and left main coronary artery (LM) + left anterior descending artery (LAD) (lower) obtained with the ECG‐gated 
(left) and fully SG (right) approaches. Images are extracted from middiastolic phases of the cardiac cycle and during end‐expiration
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provided enough contrast between the blood pool and the 
myocardium; therefore, injection of a contrast agent was 
not mandatory, although it remains an option. In addition, 
we used motion‐resolved reconstruction using CS, and it is 
anticipated that the use of motion fields applied to differ-
ent motion‐resolved respiratory levels may also help further 
improve image quality. Work by Piccini et al19 and Feng  
et al,20 a clear starting and reference point of this study, 
showed that the introduction of CS reconstruction can pro-
vide additional dimensions to the reconstructed images, 
enabling 4D and even 5D whole‐heart visualization with 
 motion‐resolved reconstruction of both cardiac and respira-
tory components. Although the ECG still had to be recorded 
for the cardiac motion–resolved reconstruction in these stud-
ies, the approach proposed here no longer mandates an ECG 
for motion‐resolved reconstruction, and the cardiac signal 
can be extracted directly and reliably from the acquired im-
aging data. However, this study also showed that SG signal 
extraction from free‐running golden‐angle 3D radial bSSFP 
imaging at 1.5 T is not straightforward. Although only the SI 
readouts are considered for motion extraction, which are the 
same for every spiral interleaf, and, therefore, do not depend 
on their trajectory angle, trajectory‐dependent and undesired 
frequency components are visible in the Fourier spectra of 
the cardiac and respiratory SG signals. These trajectory‐ 
dependent modulations result primarily from eddy currents 
that depend on gradient history and more specifically on 
the angle of the last readout before the SI acquisition.29-31 
Although such artifactual signals in a frequency range very 
similar to that of the physiological signals represents a criti-
cal challenge to the blind source separation problem, the 
proposed trajectory‐dependent frequency component filter-
ing clearly compensates for unwanted angular dependencies 
of the SG signal. With the proposed correction, separation of 
wanted and unwanted signal components became feasible, 
and the quality of the extracted signal critically enables auto-
mation of the procedure that provides precise trigger points. 
However, to what extent this may hold true for other types 
of trajectories, imaging sequences, or field strengths remains 
to be elucidated.

All 3 investigated methods for cardiac motion signal ex-
traction proved to be effective in that they provided SG trig-
gers that showed a good correlation with the ECG signal, 
which remains the mainstay of cardiac motion synchroniza-
tion. Of note, the PCA method showed the highest precision 
among all 3 methods, which corroborates the findings about 
the good performance of this technique for cardiac and re-
spiratory motion signal extraction of others.11 In particular, 
Pang et al11 reported an average SD value of the difference 
between ECG and SG trigger times of 30.9 ± 2.8ms at 3 T 
after contrast and using gradient echo. This is in line with the 
findings presented in this study, which yielded a very similar 
SD of 28.2 ± 15.3 ms.

The cardiac SG approaches afford fundamental advantages 
when compared with the commonly used ECG: The most im-
portant is that they are no longer affected by common sources 
of interference such as the magnetohydrodynamic effect or gra-
dient switching, which may pose challenges for R‐wave detec-
tion of the ECG. In our study conducted at 1.5 T, missed ECG 
triggers were observed in 50% of the healthy adult volunteers 
(group 2), in whom the amount of missed triggers ranged from 
5% to more than 20% of the total number of heartbeats happen-
ing during the scan. In contrast, and according to our definition 
of missed triggers, none were found for any of the 3 investigated 
SG approaches. This can probably be attributed to the fact that 
the volume change of the heart is the primary source of the sig-
nal for SG, and contrary to the ECG, this signal is not adversely 
affected by blood flow in a magnetic field or gradient switching. 
Furthermore, as SG obviates the need for ECG lead placement 
or repositioning in the case of suboptimal R‐wave detection, an 
improved overall ease‐of‐use and reduced operator dependency 
may be expected. Nevertheless, while SG worked well in all 
subjects of our study cohort, the behavior, robustness, and ef-
fectiveness of SG in patients and in the presence of arrhythmias 
remains to be investigated as a next step. Preliminary attempts 
of resolving arrhythmic cardiac cycles with different lengths in 
patients with atrial fibrillation have recently been investigated 
for 2D imaging.32 The proposed SG framework lays the foun-
dation to extend this concept to 3D imaging.

Still, some aspects of the SG techniques for cardiac mo-
tion estimation remain to be further discussed. First, the ex-
traction of motion directly from the signal coming from the 
full field of view implies that not only cardiac but a superpo-
sition of several motion components is detected. However, 
and provided that cardiac and respiratory signals have little 
or no overlap in the frequency domain, these can rather easily 
be separated. As far as lower‐frequency motion components, 
including patient bulk motion or respiratory drift are con-
cerned, this has not been studied and remains to be further 
investigated. Another challenge pertains to hysteresis effects 
of the respiratory motion cycle,33 which theoretically may 
lead to incorrect binning for CS reconstruction. Another as-
pect that deserves further investigation relates to the phase 
shift between the R‐wave and the SG triggers. The motion 
information extracted from the imaging data is directly re-
lated to signal intensity variations, but the temporal relation 
between the ECG and the SG triggers is still not unequiv-
ocally defined. In practice, this only leads to a cyclic shift 
of the bins used for CS reconstruction. This effect is illus-
trated in Supporting Information Videos S1 and S2: to show 
the respiratory motion (middle row) and a static 3D volume 
(bottom row) from both the ECG‐gated and SG reconstructed 
images, the same bin along the cardiac motion dimension was 
selected. However, because of this cyclic shift, the selected 
bin corresponds to different phases of the cardiac cycle, 
with systole and diastole shown in Supporting Information 
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Videos S1 (ECG‐gated) and S2 (SG), respectively. However, 
this may not necessarily affect the visualization of anatomy 
or function. Nevertheless, future work should investigate 
whether particular features of the SG cardiac signal may even 
be matched to specific phases within the cardiac cycle, so 
that the binning procedure may reach another level of sophis-
tication. Finally, a comparison of the obtained fully SG 5D 
data sets with reference ECG‐triggered and navigator‐gated 
cardiac images may help characterize the proposed approach. 
Nevertheless, a good agreement between ECG‐gated 5D im-
ages and images obtained with ECG triggering and navigator 
gating has already been reported by Feng et al.20 Provided the 
equivalence of image quality obtained here between ECG‐
gated and fully self‐gated 5D imaging, such a comparison 
may only provide a limited amount of new information.

This study aimed at implementing a more efficient and 
practical approach to the whole‐heart MRI framework that 
could challenge existing paradigms, which usually include 
synchronization of the data acquisition with the ECG, re-
peated breath‐holds, or information derived from respira-
tory navigators. Indeed, free‐running acquisitions10,34-36 
and SG approaches23,37,38 may have the potential to redefine 
such paradigms, and to remove some of the main obstacles 
in contemporary cardiac MRI, not only by minimizing op-
erator dependency and improving ease‐of‐use, but also 
by making selected elements of a cardiac MRI exam more 
time‐efficient. Although fat saturation and ramp‐up pulses 
still prevent us from further improving time efficiency of our 
imaging sequence,10 implementing bSSFP with spectrally se-
lective water RF excitation pulses such as those proposed in 
Bastiaansen and Stuber39 may obviate the need for these peri-
odic, short interruptions of the sequence and provide a further 
improved duty cycle. It may also be argued that the here‐ 
described fully SG method may help address several challenges 
in contemporary cardiac MRI. Scan planning is substantially 
facilitated, as 1 scout scan suffices to localize the heart in 3D, 
and operator involvement is further minimized provided that 
sequence‐timing parameter modifications, plane orienta-
tions, navigator settings, and navigator localization no longer 
need to be adjusted. However, with the fully SG approach, the 
emphasis shifts from a rather complex and involved image‐
acquisition procedure as we know it today to how to best 
extract the relevant information after the fact, even though 
this comes at the price of a more computationally expensive 
image reconstruction. The timepoint for which images are 
 reconstructed in the cardiac cycle, their temporal resolution, 
and at which respiratory level they should be  extracted can 
freely and retrospectively be defined by the  operator to best 
answer the clinical question at hand. However, this ultimately 
and inevitably leads to a large amount of data or a vast pa-
rameter space that needs to be interrogated: The extraction 
of information that best answers the question of the operator 
may ultimately be guided by machine learning.40,41

5 |  CONCLUSIONS

A motion‐resolved 5D CS whole‐heart sparse MRI meth-
odology was successfully developed into an automated and 
fully SG free‐running framework, in which ECG trigger-
ing, gating, navigators, or contrast media are no longer 
needed. As compared with the reference standard ECG, 
PCA has been identified as the most precise method for SG 
cardiac motion signal extraction, but trajectory‐dependent 
frequency component filtering was mandatory to remove 
artifacts from the SG signals and to enable automation. 
Applied to coronary MRA, fully SG 5D MRI led to image 
quality that is equivalent to that from 5D images recon-
structed with the reference‐standard ECG. This technique 
may help address some of the major hurdles in contempo-
rary cardiac MRI that include operator involvement, opera-
tor dependency, and time inefficiency.
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FIGURE S1 The automatic procedure for the subject‐ 
dependent estimation of respiratory and cardiac frequency 
ranges from the frequency spectrum of SG signals (black 
line). The red bracket shows the initial frequency range of 
0.5‐2 Hz considered for the selection of the cardiac compo-
nents from which the center of mass (F

0,c) of the spectrum is 
calculated. The lower bound of the frequency range (Finf,c) 
is subsequently refined by finding the minimum of the spec-
trum within the initial interval from 0.5 Hz to F

0,c. Similarly, 
the upper bound of the frequency range (Fsup,r) is refined by 
finding the minimum within the interval from F

0,c to 2 Hz. 
The procedure is then repeated for the automatic selection of 
the respiratory frequency range (F

0,r, Finf,r
, and Fsup,r), with 

0.1‐0.7 Hz as the initial interval
VIDEO S1 Transverse, coronal, and sagittal cross sec-
tions of a 5D data set reconstructed using CS and the ECG 
signal for cardiac binning. The top row shows cardiac  
motion for a fixed respiratory position at end‐expiration, 
and the middle row shows respiratory motion for a selected 
bin along the cardiac motion dimension. That same bin 
used in combination with the end‐expiratory bin leads to 
the motion‐resolved static 3D volume in the bottom row. 
In this image reconstructed with ECG‐gating, the selected 

cardiac bin corresponds to a systolic phase of the cardiac 
cycle
VIDEO S2 Transverse, coronal, and sagittal cross sections 
of a 5D data set reconstructed using CS and the SG cardiac 
signal for cardiac binning. The top row shows cardiac  motion 
for a fixed respiratory position at end‐expiration, and the 
middle row shows respiratory motion for a selected bin along 
the cardiac motion dimension. This bin corresponds to the 
same exact bin number as that used for generating the middle 
and bottom row displayed in Supporting Information Video 
S1. In combination with the end‐expiratory bin, a motion‐ 
resolved static 3D volume is displayed in the bottom row. In 
this fully SG reconstructed image, the selected cardiac bin 
corresponds to a diastolic phase of the cardiac cycle
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